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About This Game

Summary

Save the Ninja Clan is a platformer for casual players as well as speed runners. There are two ways to play this game: play
through the normal story mode or find secrets/"bugs" in the game to annoy the Game Manager watching.

Story

An evil ninja kidnapped your friends. You must collect scrolls in order to find your friends and save them. You will play as
different ninjas as the journey progresses. Each ninja has a different ability: Green ninja has a double jump, Purple Ninja has a

sprint, and the Grey Ninja has a dash (with temporary invincibility).
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Alternate Story

You can annoy the "Game Manager" by finding secrets/"bugs" in the game. Eventually he will get tired of you breaking the
current level and send you off to the next one.

-Gamepad/Controller Highly Recommended-

Features

30 Unique Levels.

Secrets/Bugs in all non boss levels.

3 Ninja types with different abilities.

3 Boss Fights.

Game too hard or too easy? Adjust the game speed.

You can unlock knife modifications.

Many stats are tracked.

Replays that show previous attempts.

Secret ending which unlocks something secret.
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Title: Save the Ninja Clan
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Willz
Publisher:
Sometimes You
Release Date: 20 Jan, 2017
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This game is worth its moeny.

Check my video if you want to see it's gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=RV0PYHj1ZYg&t=211s. Fun game, with good controls and some quirky humor. Was a
fun experiance playing casually, and I could see a Speedrun of this game being very entertaining, both to watch and to try. At
the end of the day, this game is worth your money for sure. I look forward to what this developer has in store for the future!.
Very solid platformer. Fun puzzle solving at a fast pace, challenging without being frustrating.. Very fun game. Very
challenging, keeps you on your toes. I would recommend this if you're a fan of platformers. $.99 you cant beat the price. I plan
on playing more, so check back for an update review on this title.. great platformer game where you have to run and run and run
jump and jump and jump because creators has invented lots and lots of different obstacles, shots, engines, propellers, enemies
so you just cannot have a spare second :) - and this is what i liked in a game: it does not stay the same; everything changes, the
very next moment after you seem you just got used to it you are getting something new that keeps you in - game is a challenge!
i think platformer games are just eternal - whatever the technologies may come to we still play platformer games -
and i recommend this one.. This game is so bad, i \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hate it so much. The game controlling in
general runs like complete \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. The game is pretty much a clone of
super meat boy, but ranked up to nearly impossible with some of the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t levels
this game contains. I highly advies that you do not spend you money on this game, it is absolutely terrible. I guess that's why it is
only 49 cents, should have been free. This is my first ever review of a game. I like short, fun, platform games that have an old
school feel. This game is fun, I am 44 and like platform games from the 80's this game is a fun little time waster. It can be
frustrating as all get out. The fun little thing is once you get it right, it replays the level showing all your other attempts like a
little auto rolling level run. After the 19th attempt there are quite alot of little ninjas running along. At under a $ well worth the
money.. \udb40\udc21
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Pretty decent experience. I had great fun finding all those \u00abbugs\u00bb and stuff with narration Stanley Parable-like. Small
(can be beaten in one sitting), but good and well-polished game (but at some places you can get out of bounds without narration,
that's kinda sad). OK controls, simple story, forgetable music. If you love 2D-platformers like I do, you should check it out, for
such price it's really good.. my friend gifted this as a joke but its actually pretty good

uhhhhh u mom lol. Plays like the budget version of Super Meat Boy.. very ragey

. Fun game, with good controls and some quirky humor. Was a fun experiance playing casually, and I could see a Speedrun of
this game being very entertaining, both to watch and to try. At the end of the day, this game is worth your money for sure. I look
forward to what this developer has in store for the future!. This is a good game. Also has a nice challenge to it. I am sure others
will enjoy the game as well.. Save the Ninja Clan

Save the Ninja Clan is a unity based 2D side scrolling platformer similar to Super Meat Boy. You play a brave ninja who sets
out to rescue his ninja pals and stop the evil white ninja.

You start your journey with a green suit equipped with double jump and a knife you can throw to kill enemies, and later can
trade the green suit between a blue and black suit, which have the powers to sprint (blue), and puff into a cloud of smoke to
evade deadly traps (Similar to the rolling system from Guacamelee).

Your knife starts as just a basic knife. If an enemy shoots at you and your knife connects with it, it destroys the knife, but you
can throw them quickly and infinitely so throwing them non-stop is warranted. By collecting the 33 collectibles found in each
stage (1 per stage), you can use those collectibles to unlock new knife upgrades, such as a knife that goes through bullets,
rockets, etc. destroying them and continuing forward, or another knife that kills all enemies in one hit. There is one other
upgrade that allows for a knife spin, but other than the cool ninja effect, it doesn't seem to do much else. Each upgrade requires
7 collectibles, so 21 total for all 3, meaning you don't need to collect all the collectibles in the game to get them.

There are 34 levels total in the game, 31 basic platforming levels and 3 boss levels. There are a few tricky levels, but all-in-all
they are pretty basic when compared to some of the levels featured in Super Meat Boy. There are also nifty secret "glitch" areas
in 31 of the levels, which when accessed bring up a command prompt with witty humor as if the developer were watching you
break their game.

Save the Ninja clan features 30 achievements, all of which are relatively easy. I can honestly say the only two that were a bit
troubling were the achievements for beating 5 and 10 levels without dying, as you need to play 10 straight levels, you cannot
replay a level, and you cannot exit and go to another level. Still easily achievable with a bit of practice.

Overall, Save the Ninja Clan is a small game, but it's a game that for the price of $0.99, is still very much worth it. 34 levels, a
bunch of secrets, a small amount of easy to find collectibles, and an simple achievement completion to be had. Definitely
recommended.. I purchased the Dollar Dojo bundle on Fanatical and wondered how they can sell all these games for $1.00.
I wonder no more.
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